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Question: 1
HP SIM communicates with the VCA and VCRM using the Secure Task Execution (STE). How is
this enabled?
A. By establishing a Trusted Management Server List between each SMH and an authorized HP
SIM server, HP SIM is then authorized to use STE on those target systems.
B. By establishing a Trusted Management Server List between the VCRM and VCAs on each
managed system, HP SIM can Single Sign On to the VCAs. Because HP SIM also has a
mutual trust with the VCRM, it can use STE with the VCRM and VCAs.
C. By exchanging PKI keys between the CMS and the managed systems so that encrypted SSH
execution can occur, HP SIM can use STE to each SMH, which includes execution to the
VCAs and VCRM.
D. By supplying the proper domain or local credentials to enable you to log in to each SMH, HP
SIM is then authorized to use STE on the VCAs and VCRMs that are on the target systems.
Answer: A
Question: 2
You removed a user from the HP SIM database. What happened to the tasks owned by that
user?
A. They were deleted when the user was removed.
B. They continue to exist, but cannot be accessed until assigned to a new user.
C. They are assigned to the administrator automatically.
D. They are assigned to another user in the same group.
Answer: A
Question: 3
A customer wants to have their existing HP SIM server discover and manage their storage
devices as well as their servers. Which step needs to be completed to accomplish this?
A. install and configure SMI-S provider on the storage devices
B. install and configure SMH provider on the storage devices
C. install and configure SMI-S provider on the CMS
D. install and configure SMH provide on the CMS
Answer: A
Question: 4
How does the Performance Management Pack (PMP) determine its sample rate?
A. PMP uses the same sample rate as HP SIM.
B. The PMP sample rate is set to 120 seconds and cannot be changed.
C. The sample rate is user-defined on the PMP Monitoring Administration page.
D. The sample rate is synchronized to equal the sample rate of the agents for the monitored
server.
Answer: D
Question: 5
How do you set the trap destination on multiple targetsystems?
A. Create a script and a task within HP SIM to apply the script to all target systems.
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B. Select Configure and Repair Agents and check "Set traps to refer to the instance of HP
Systems Insight Manager."
C. Use Microsoft MMC to configure the SNMP service with the trap destination.
D. Select properties for the SNMP service in Administrative Tools on the CMS.
Answer: B
Question: 6
Does BladeSystem Integrated Manager support Windows Vista on managed systems? Why or
why not?
A. No, it is not supported because BladeSystem Integrated Manager is only for a server
environment.
B. Yes, because HP SIM supports third-party environments, which might include desktops.
C. No, because support and development have not been integrated yet to support Windows
Vista.
D. Yes, because BladeSystem Integrated Manager supports ProLiant xw460 workstation blades.
Answer: D
Question: 7
When you are running an HP SIM report, how many snapshots can you compare at one time?
A. 2
B. 3
C. 4
D. 5
Answer: C
Question: 8
What must be done when adding a user to a group under the Authorization tab within HP SIM?
A. The user must be created in Active Directory and must be assigned to the ServerAdmin group.
B. On a Windows CMS, the user account and passwords must be configured in Active Directory,
or in a domain, or they must exist locally on the CMS.
C. The client information is read from the directory services and placed in the HP SIM database
to make it available for authorization.
D. The assigned account must exist locally on the CMS in order to be authenticated.
Answer: B
Question: 9
Within HP SIM, which statement is true about having the same collection in both the Shared and
Private folders?
A. Only the creator can edit or delete the same collection in both the Shared and Private folders.
B. Any user who has administrative rights can modify the collection stored in the Shared folder,
which will change the Private collection.
C. The creator of the collection can modify the Private collection, which will change the Public
collection even if the creator does not have administrative privileges.
D. Any user who has administrative rights can modify the collection stored in the Shared
collections folder but this will not change the Private collection.
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